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About This Game

This is an old story. The story about four mercenaries, graduates of the biggest independent organization in the world called the
Academy. Just released from the Academy they decided to rest in a small tavern "Excess tooth" and ended up in the maelstrom
of events that could lead either to the tragic death or to the glorious victory. In the tavern, they got involved in a fight with the

local lads and, of course, they are win. But exactly this fight marked the beginning of misfortune adventures of four brave
heroes who were to defeat death in all its guises.

Golden Sword is old school RPG with tactical turn-based battles and steathe missions offers to plunge into a classic fantasy
world advanture with orcs, magic and all common elements. You can create a party with your own characters or choose among

the pre-ready characters. The game offers extensive features of customization and big variety of tactical tasks.

Features:

A big adventure with rich text descriptions and variety tactical battles.

Detailed character customization (amulets, primary and secondary weapons, different types of armor, etc)

The ability to use the environment during combat

Choose among the different fighting styles (defensive, offensive, balanced)
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Steath missions!

Tiled map editor for your own advantures!
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Title: Golden Swords
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Vlad K.
Publisher:
AEY Inc.
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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Boring wank game that will make you destroy your room/hands due to it not displaying any sort of guardian system. Glad I only
paid £2.99 for it.. I think this game is very fun. I loved this game. Graphics are very fun and good. \u0130f you want to kill
spaceship with VODKA. You should play this game. Fix this game and I'll fix my review. I gave up on abouth 30th freeze
during one game.. Bought Zoo Rampage on a whim to play local multiplayer with against a friend of mine. It was entertaining
for probably 1-2 minutes before we had seen all the game has to offer. For $10, that's just not enough.
It's a terribly imbalanced game - every round can be determined immediately by whoever is closest to the the largest
building/group of cars. The first person to get to that gets a ton of points in the first 20 seconds and then the rest of the round is
meaningless.
The other (non-destruction) modes seem like they were never playtested even once - the soccer mode is a joke because the
players get completely stuck on each other whenever they come in contact, making it very difficult to move around.
Unfortunately, it's just a mediocre game that doesn't quite make it into the "so bad it's good" category.
I'd say skip this one unless you think 2 minutes of mild entertainment is worth $10.. Okay whats going on I have this
game(Great game BTW)But something is wrong i'd recommend if it didn't make my computer wonky. Only one popular server
on Multiplayer. No one plays Zombies. Other than that, very nastalgic.. Just look at my screen shots. It says it all. Also, horrible
keyboard controls. Well. It sure is a great game but with the sluggish controls and great quality gameplay deserves much better
than this its well made I say its great for you and familys around the world, it depends on how you like it but ms pac-man is
great game for both genders, or a unisex game, everyone can enjoy as much as I do.
For my rating is yes.

(-_- ). Telltale-style game about Black Friday[en.wikipedia.org]. It consist of 19 short chapters and it won't take long to play
thru them all, but it's always interesting and you keep learning new stuff (at least I did, who had very little knowledge about the
Iranian Revolution). While there are fictional stuff in there (must be since you had choices to do things differently), it was like
playing a documentary rather than watching one, which I think was rather cool and I wouldn't mind playing more games like this
that are about real events.

Valiant Hearts: The Great War (World War I) and Never Alone (Alaska Native culture) are two other games I learned some
stuff from, which I also recommend.
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Dont buy the guide, its useless. It's like one of those games that came pre-installed on your computer back in the 90s. But not
one of the good ones.. A stellar story and writing, a incredible ost, plenty of content and a wonderful cast of characters. This is
one of my new fave rpgs. I can't recommend this game enough, and can't stop telling friends to try it as well. Thank you, Devs,
for this wonderful, amazing game.. This game is very well made and features the creavite and innovative customisation of such a
simplistic game. With great music challenging levels as the game progresses, this is a enjoyable game for relaxing in your
freetime. And not just rage over every so little mistake you or a game makes. Enjoy playing! :). I am regret for buying this sh**!
:(. Pros:
+Atmosphere
+Music
+Challanges
+Tactics
+If you happen to at least a little bit to speak German, French and Russian, then occasional comical phrases thrown by random
soldiers.
+Ability to speed up and slow down the game, as well as a puse mode, during which you can still give orders.

Cons:
-Not the most historically accurate game
-The easiest difficulty in this game feels like an extreme hardcore level in any other average RTS
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bridges!!! Just try getting a large group of infantry over a bridge in one try, without at least one
squad trying to go around all of the freaking map.

In overall, this game is one of lifetime classics. I totally recommend it.. Take control of a miniture Titan, purging mutant warp
spawned llamas in the name of our glorius Emperor of Mankind. This twin stick shooter has everything a Warhammer 40k fan
could ask for... Bolters, Flamers, Kraken missles, even Helfrost weaponry... it's so rare to see that in a 40k game though.

Though it's not too high on content, it is VERY fun, and that is enough.. Great beginning. Looking forward to the game
developing further.. this game is.... not that great.
it's not terrible, but it's far from good as well.

------------------------------------

first of, let's talk about the positive stuff

you're a ball that follows a straight path, and you go to the end while avoiding various ennemies
the end.

the concept is simple and effective!
it's challenging and completing the levels feels like an accomplishement, which is great!

now you might be wondering:
"but then, why are you saying it's only okay?"

well here's why.

while the concept is simple and the game is challenging, it feels incredibely repetitive, all the levels look the same because of
how simple it is, and I usualy get bored of it pretty quickly because of that.

then, there's the fact that the "ball" you control blocks your view when it's in the air, and this can be pretty annoying at times

oh yeah, and the ennemies can shoot at you, and you know, that doesn't sound that bad, and it's not, because you can shoot as
well.
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the problem is that it's really hard to actualy see the bullets,

there's also the music, which, in most of the levels I've played so far, doesn't sound like anything when you get a high combo.
(because FYI, the music gets more layers as your combo gets higher)

the game also as power ups, which is good, except that they're never explained to you, so you're just picking them up hoping the
game will show you what it does at some point.

finaly, the game as a level editor, and it could've been made so much easier than it currently is, it just looks so daunting and
difficult to use right now.
there's also the fact that you can only use the musics in the game (and they can't change that because they would have to drop
the workshop integration due to the copyright issues that could come out of this), but as I've said, they're just a bunch of mess
after a while.

so all in all, if you've been eyeballing this game for a while and every gameplay videos you've seen from this game look
awesome, buy it, but wait until it's on sale, because I don't think this is worth more than 5 bucks as it currently stands.
if you didn't know about this game before, I'd say pass, there are better games like this one out there.

Final Rating: 5\/10. Interesting puzzle game, with simple mechanics and levels that really make you think.
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